Turn sustainable mobility
into a city-wide habit
with Trafi MaaS Suite
At Trafi, we firmly believe that the future of urban mobility lies in the hands of cities and that its
foundation must be public transport.
We help cities to launch Mobility-as-a-Service solutions in record time. Trafi's MaaS suite
brings both public and shared mobility services - all in one place - enabling smooth and
sustainable trips within cities.

The white-label app covers each and every
traveler’s mobility need

Master account to find, compare, book
and pay for both public transport and
any integrated shared mobility services

Door-to-door multimodal trip planning
with rich real-time information
Trip planning is responsive & adaptive to
the real-time traffic situation

Disruption alerts
Seamless payment for any mobility
service (PayPal, debit or credit card)

Trafi Back Office
A set of operational tools to monitor MaaS service performance, manage promotional
campaigns, and provide customer support. Includes: analytics, marketing, support and fraud
detecting tools.

Trafi Back End
Mobility data management and integration hub that does all the technical heavy lifting.
From capturing, enhancing, and presenting mobility data, to providing a varied selection of
door-to-door routes based on deep integrations of MSPs and 3rd party providers.
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BVG Jelbi
orchestrated by Berlin
BVG Jelbi is Berlin’s mobility app that integrates all public
transport and shared mobility options into a
one-stop-shop for Berliners to find, book, and pay for
their trips.
The BVG Jelbi app plays a vital role in BVG’s smart
mobility strategy #Berlinsteigtum to connect every
shared mobility offer in Berlin into a single marketplace
for its residents to provide an attractive alternative to
private car usage.
 Launched in just 6 months
 Exclusively deep integrations with all mobility services
 Over 13,000 vehicles integrated covers every kind of
public and on-demand mobility need

Book a demo www.trafi.com | Reach out to sales@trafi.com

